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Abstract

Pattern classes which avoid 321 and other patterns are shownto have the same
growth rates as similar (but strictly larger) classes obtained by adding articulation
points to any or all of the other patterns. The method of proofis to show that the
elements of the latter classes can be represented asbounded mergesof elements
of the original class, and that the bounded merge construction does not change
growth rates.

1. Introduction

A pattern class is, roughly, a collection of (finite) permutations that satisfy cer-
tain restrictions on the configurations of their elements (formal definitions can be
found in the next section). For example, the collection of all permutations con-
taining no descending subsequence of length 3 is such a class. In general to denote
that a pattern classC is determined by a set of restrictionsB we writeC = Av(B).
The study of such classes dates back at least to work of Knuth [7], or even further
to the celebrated result of Erdős and Szekeres [5] that every permutation of length
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greater thanad must include either an ascending subsequence of lengtha+ 1 or a
descending one of lengthd+ 1.

Initially, research into pattern classes focussed on enumeration – determining the
number of permutations of lengthn in a given pattern class. An early result of
this type [7] was that Av(231) and Av(321) are both enumerated by the Catalan
sequence (and by easy symmetries so also is every class Av(α) with |α| = 3). Early
hopes that Av(231) and Av(321) might have further properties in common have
largely foundered since the discovery [2] that Av(231) contains only countably
many subclasses whilst Av(321) contains uncountably many.In fact Av(231) is
a very tractable class compared to Av(321) and, in particular, there is an efficient
algorithm [1] to enumerate Av(B) whenever 231∈ B. By contrast the subclasses
of Av(321) are generally impossible to enumerate exactly and so attention has
turned to growth rate estimates.

Growth rate estimates have become an important way of approximating the num-
ber of permutations in a pattern class since Marcus and Tardos [8] proved the
Stanley-Wilf conjecture that for every proper pattern class there is an exponential
bound on the number of permutations of lengthn which it contains. Their result
implies that every proper pattern classC has agrowth ratedefined to be the limit
superior of thenth root of the number of permutations inC of lengthn. Growth
rates have been investigated by Bóna [3, 4] who found bounds (relative to the size
of the forbidden patterns) and results on what form this growth rate might take.
Recently, Vatter [10] has proven that every real number greater than 2.482 occurs
as the growth rate of some pattern class. Because of these results and others we
shall investigate the growth rates of pattern subclasses ofAv(321) and particularly
when distinct subclasses of Av(321) have the same growth rate.

Consider a pattern classC of the form Av(321,X) whereX is some arbitrary set
of permutations. Consider alsoC′ = Av(321,X′) whereX′ is obtained fromX
by adding or removing “articulation points” (similar to the3 of 21354) anywhere
within the patterns ofX. The main result of this paper is thatC andC′ have the
same growth rate. In order to prove this result we introduce anumber of new
concepts and constructions, including the notions ofk-rigidity, bounded merges,
and staircase decompositions, which we discuss in some generality.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows:

Section 2 introduces the formal definitions, and certain preliminaryresults con-
cerning rigidity and growth rates.
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Section 3 contains the proof of the main result, divided into two casesfor clarity,
using staircase decompositions.

Section 4 examines the distributive lattices of occurrences of 21 in a321-avoiding
permutation, and shows that every subdirect product of two chains can arise
in this fashion.

Section 5 concludes the paper with some further remarks, and open problems.

2. Preliminaries

A permutationπ ∈ Sn is a bijective map from [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} to itself, and is
therefore a set of ordered pairs

{(1, π(1)), (2, π(2)), . . . , (n, π(n))}

(traditionally and more frequently written as the sequenceπ(1)π(2) · · · π(n)). So,
when we sayx ∈ π we are simply referring to some member of this set. However,
it is frequently necessary to relate elements ofπ either by the values of their first
or second coordinates. Normally, we think of the first coordinates as lying on a
horizontal axis so words and phrases such as “precedes”, “follows”, “to the left
of”, etc. refer to that ordering. Conversely words such as “larger”, “smaller”,
“above” and “below” relate to the ordering of the second coordinate.

An involvementor embeddingof a permutationα in π is a mapf : α → π that
respects both these orderings. In other wordsx precedes (is larger than)y in α if
and only if f (x) precedes (is larger than)f (y) in π. In particular an embedding is
necessarily injective. The composition of embeddings is anembedding and so the
relation “is involved in” is a partial order, which will be denoted�. If a subset of
π is the image ofα under an embedding, then we say that the pattern of the subset
is α. We say thatx ∈ π occurs as an i in an embedding ofα (or just “asi in an
α”) if there is an embedding ofα in π such thatx is the image of the element of
α whosesecondcoordinate (i.e. value2) is i. A pattern class, or simplyclassof
permutations is a set of permutations closed downward under�. Such a class,C,
can also be defined as the set of permutations whichavoid, i.e. do not involve, any
of the elements of some setB of permutations. In that case we writeC = Av(B).

2Why value? Because, in the usual “one line” notation for permutations, it is easy to identify
the element of valuei, and not necessarily so easy to identify the element at position i.
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If B is a�-antichain, then it is called thebasisof C (note that, for any setB, the
set of minimal elements ofB is an antichain and forms the basis of Av(B)). We
define thegrowth rate(sometimes called theStanley-Wilf limit, or upper growth
rate) of C:

s(C) = lim sup
n→∞

|C ∩ Sn|1/n.

As noted in the introduction, Marcus and Tardos [8] proved that ifC is a proper
pattern class, thens(C) < ∞.

The increasinganddecreasingpermutations of lengthk are

ιk = {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), . . . , (k, k)}
δk = {(k, 1), (k− 1, 2), (k− 2, 3), . . . , (1, k)}

respectively. A subset ofπ is called increasing (respectively decreasing) if its
pattern is some increasing (decreasing) permutation.

Throughout this paper, we are primarily concerned with permutations that can
be written as the union ofk increasing subsets for some fixed value ofk. These
permutations form a pattern classIk, whose basis is the single decreasing per-
mutationδk+1. We say that a permutationπ ∈ Ik is k-rigid if every element ofπ
belongs to a subset whose pattern isδk.

Suppose thatπ ∈ Ik. We can define a decomposition ofπ into increasing subsets
C1, C2, . . . ,Ck by defining, for 1≤ t ≤ k:

Ct =

{

x ∈ π :
x occurs as the maximum of some
δt but not of anyδt+1

}

.

This decomposition is the one produced by a greedy algorithm, which takes the
elements ofπ in order from right to left, and adds each successive elementx to
the firstC j of which x is smaller than the current minimum. Ifx ∈ π belongs toCi

then we say that therank of x is i.

Lemma 1. If π ∈ Ik, and x∈ π occurs as an i in someδk, then the rank of x is i.
Consequently, the position of x in all theδk to which it belongs is the same.

Proof. Choose aδk in which x occurs asi, and write it in one line notation as
AxB(soA is a decreasing sequence of lengthk− i andB a decreasing sequence of
lengthi − 1). Thenx occurs as the maximum of theδi, xB. It cannot occur as the
maximum of anyδi+1, xC, because thenAxCwould be aδk+1 in π.
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It follows that if ρ is k-rigid, then any embedding ofρ in π ∈ Ik must preserve the
ranks of the elements ofρ, as it preserves sets whose pattern isδk.

If two elements of a permutation coincide or form a 12 pattern, then it makes
sense to speak of theirinfimum– it is simply the smaller and earlier of the two,
and likewise theirsupremumwhich is the larger and later. Iff , g : ρ → π are two
embeddings of ak-rigid permutation into an element ofIk, then for anyx ∈ ρ,
the ranks off (x) andg(x) are the same. Thereforef (x) andg(x) occur in some
increasing subset ofπ and hence their infimum and supremum are defined. In fact
more is true:

Theorem 2. Letπ ∈ Ik, ρ a k-rigid permutation, and two embeddings f, g : ρ →
π be given. Then I,S : ρ → π defined for x∈ ρ by I(x) = inf( f (x), g(x)),
and S(x) = sup(f (x), g(x)) are also embeddings ofρ in π. In particular, the
embeddings ofρ in π form a distributive lattice.

Proof. We give the argument forI only (that forS is similar). It suffices to show
that for anyx, y ∈ ρ (without loss of generality,x precedingy), the pattern ofI (x)
andI (y) in π is the same as the pattern ofx andy in ρ. But, this is essentially trivial.
If the pattern ofxy is 12 then inf(f (x), f (y)) = f (x) and inf(g(x), g(y)) = g(x). So,
inf( f (x), g(x)) must form a 12 pattern with inf(f (y), g(y)). The case wherexy has
pattern 21 is just the same.

More generally, given two embeddingsf andg of an arbitrary permutationα in an
arbitrary permutationβ such that the imagesf (a) andg(a) of anya ∈ α coincide
or form a 12 pattern, the mapsI andS defined in the theorem are also embeddings
of α in β. We will defer a discussion of the distributive lattices mentioned in the
theorem above to Section4.

Applying the previous theorem repeatedly, we can take the infimum of all of the
embeddings of ak-rigid permutation into an elementπ ∈ Ik, thus obtaining:

Corollary 3. Letπ ∈ Ik andρ a k-rigid permutation be given. Ifρ � π then there
is an embedding ofρ in π which simultaneously minimizes the position and value
of every element of the image ofρ among all such embeddings.

Naturally enough, we call the embedding whose existence is asserted by this
corollary theleftmost-bottommostembedding ofρ in π.
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A permutationπ is called amergeof two permutationsα andβ if it can be written
as the disjoint union of two sets, the first of which has patternα and the second of
which has patternβ. If A andB are pattern classes, then

M(A,B) = {π : π is a merge of someα ∈ A and someβ ∈ B}

is also a permutation class, called themergeofA andB. For instanceM(Is,It) =
Is+t for anys andt.

Let two permutationsα andβ be given, together with embeddingsa : α → π,
b : β→ π that witnessπ being a merge ofα andβ (so the ranges of the embeddings
are disjoint and their union is equal toπ). For x ∈ π define thetype of x, tp(x) = a
if x is in the range ofa and tp(x) = b if it is in the range ofb. For 1≤ c < |π|, if the
types of (c, π(c)) and (c+ 1, π(c+ 1)) are different, then we say that there is atype
change by positionat c. Similarly, for 1 ≤ r < |π|, if the types of (π−1(r), r) and
(π−1(r + 1), r + 1) are different, then we say that there is atype change by valueat
r.

Given a positive integerB and two permutation classesC andD we define the
B-bounded merge ofC andD:

MB(C,D) =















π :
π is a merge of someα ∈ C and someβ ∈ D having
at mostB type changes in total, either by position or
value















As the number of type changes cannot increase when we delete elements of a
merge,MB(C,D) is also a permutation class.

Example 1. The permutation

{(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 7), (5, 8), (6, 9), (7,4), (8,5), (9,6)}

(123789456in one line notation) lies inM3(I1,I1) because of the subsequences
123789and456and the type changes(6, 9) to (7, 4) by position and(3, 3) to (7, 4)
and(9, 6) to (4, 7) by value.

Theorem 4. Let a positive integer B and two permutation classesC andD be
given. Then,

s(M(C,D)) ≤
( √

s(C) +
√

s(D)
)2
, and

s(MB(C,D)) = max(s(C), s(D)).
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Proof. Let cn = |C ∩ Sn|, dn = |D ∩ Sn|, Mn = |M(A,B) ∩ Sn| and mn =

|MB(A,B) ∩ Sn|. A merge ofα ∈ A ∩ Sk andβ ∈ B ∩ Sn−k can be defined
by independently choosingk (from n) positions andk values to hold the patternα,
while fitting the patternβ in the remaining positions and values. It follows that:

Mn ≤
n

∑

k=0

(

n
k

)2

ckdn−k.

So,

s(M(C,D)) ≤ lim sup
n→∞















n
∑

k=0

(

n
k

)2

ckdn−k















1/n

.

The similarity of the square root of each term in the sum to a term of the expansion
of

(√
s(C) +

√
s(D)

)n
is sufficient to establish the first of the results claimed in the

theorem (an argument that goes back to [9]).

For the second result, in order to specify aB-bounded merge of lengthnwe need to
specify at mostB positions and values at which a type change can occur, and then
two permutations inC andD of suitable length. Additionally,C,D ⊆ MB(C,D).
So (certainly forn > 2B):

max(cn, dn) ≤ mn ≤
(

n
B

)2

max{ckdn−k : 0 ≤ k ≤ n}.

Takingnth roots throughout, and observing that
(

n
B

)2/n
→ 1 establishes the second

result.

Note thats(Ik) = k2, so the bound given by the first estimate is tight forM(In,Im).
For the remainder of this paper we will only be using the second of these esti-
mates; that the growth rate of a bounded merge of two permutation classes is the
maximum of their individual growth rates.

The direct sumα ⊕ β of two permutationsα andβ is that merge ofα with β in
which the image ofα occupies the first|α| places both by position and value. A
permutationπ is calledplus indecomposableif π , α⊕β for any pair of non-empty
permutationsα andβ.

If π ∈ I2 is not 2-rigid, then, for someα andβ, π = α⊕1⊕ β since it must contain
an element which has no larger preceding element, nor any smaller following
element. Thus, all the preceding elements (of patternα) are smaller than it and the
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following ones (of patternβ) are larger. Such an element is called anarticulation
point of π. Conversely,π ∈ I2 is 2-rigid exactly ifπ = α1 ⊕ α2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ αk where
k ≥ 1 and eachαi is a plus indecomposable permutation of length at least 2.

Let 1n
= ιn be the direct sum ofn copies of the singleton permutation. Ifπ ∈ I2

is an arbitrary permutation then there is a unique sequenceρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρc of plus
indecomposable permutations all of length at least 2 such that:

π = 1m0 ⊕ ρ1 ⊕ 1m1 ⊕ ρ2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 1mc−1 ⊕ ρc ⊕ 1mc.

In this case, we define therigid reductionof π

red(π) = ρ1 ⊕ ρ2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ρc.

For example:
red(2413 5 76 89)= 2413 65.

For a setX of permutations red(X) = {red(π) : π ∈ X}.

3. The main result

We now turn our attention almost exclusively to infinite subclasses ofI2 = Av(321)
with the aim of proving:

Theorem 5. Let X be any finite set of permutations. ThenI2 ∩ Av(X) andI2 ∩
Av(red(X)) have the same growth rate.

This seems a surprising result as,a priori, the second class appears to be much
smaller than the first one – consider for instanceI2 ∩ Av(21 34 65 7) andI2 ∩
Av(2143). To prove it, some further preparation is required.

A staircase decompositionof a permutationπ ∈ I2 is a partitionα1, α2, . . . ,αk of
π that has the following properties:

• The pattern of eachαi is increasing;

• For j ≥ 1,α2 j lies entirely to the right ofα2 j−1;

• For j ≥ 1,α2 j+1 lies entirely aboveα2 j;

• If i − j ≥ 2 thenαi lies entirely above and to the right ofα j.
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Figure 1: On the left, a staircase decomposition; and on the right, a generic staircase with five
blocks of size three.

Figure1 should make it clear why the term “staircase decomposition”was chosen.
We refer to the individual constituentsαi of the staircase as itsblocks.

Everyπ ∈ I2 has a staircase decomposition. This can be constructed inductively
by taking, for oddi, αi to be the longest initial segment by position ofπ \ ∪ j<iα j

that has an increasing pattern; and for eveni, αi to be the longest initial segment
by value ofπ \ ∪ j<iα j that has an increasing pattern.

Let positive integersk andb be given. Thegeneric staircase with k blocks of size
b or (k, b)-generic staircase is that permutationπ which has a staircase decompo-
sitionα1, α2, . . . ,αk, where for eachi, |αi | = b and additionally:

• If i ≥ 1 andt ≤ b, then thetth element ofα2i lies in value between the (t−1)st

andtth elements ofα2i−1;

• If i ≥ 1 andt ≤ b, then thetth element ofα2i+1 lies in position between the
tth and (t + 1)st elements ofα2i.

Figure1 also illustrates an example of a generic staircase.

Proposition 6. Everyπ ∈ I2 occurs as a pattern in some generic staircase.

Proof. Let π ∈ I2 be given, and choose a staircase decompositionα1, α2, . . . ,αk

of π. Consider the infinite set of points shown in Figure2. The points in each
of the line segments within a block are a translation of the set D ∩ (0, 1) where
D is the set of dyadic rationals (rationals whose denominatoris a power of 2)
and therefore form a dense linear order without endpoints. Choose an arbitrary
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embedding ofα1 into the first block. Then,α2 can be embedded into the second
block in such a way that the pattern ofα1 ∪ α2 is preserved (simply because we
have a dense linear order available here). Similarly, having embeddedα1 andα2,
we can embedα3 in the third block. Its relationship with the embedded copy of
α1 is fixed by the fourth condition in the definition of a staircase decomposition,
and its proper relationship with the embedded copy ofα2 can be assured using
the density again. Proceeding inductively we can find an embedding ofπ into this
infinite set. Sinceπ is finite, the range of this embedding is contained entirely
among the points whose coordinates have a denominator at most 2m for some
m. Now reduce the infinite staircase to the finite set of points of this type. The
result is not a generic staircase as some points share a common horizontal or
vertical component. However, each odd numbered block can beshifted upwards
by 1/2m+1 (or any suitably small amount) and each even numbered block leftwards
by the same amount. This does not change the relationship of any pair of points
that were previously on different horizontal or vertical lines (and in particular, the
images of the points ofπ), and the resulting staircase is generic withk blocks of
size 2m− 1.

Figure 2: A staircase where each block is a dense linear orderwithout endpoints.

The following technical proposition links together bounded merges and generic
staircases. It shows that a 321-avoiding permutation that avoids a generic staircase
is a bounded merge of two increasing permutations where the parameters of the
bounded merge are dependent on the parameters of the genericstaircase. We use
it in Propositions8 and9 to show that a permutation of Av(321) that avoids some
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extra pattern other than 321 lies in a bounded merge of classes which avoid shorter
(but related) patterns.

Proposition 7. Let positive integers k and b be given. There is a positive integer
B (depending only on k and b) such that for allπ ∈ I2, eitherπ contains a(k, b)-
generic staircase, orπ is a B-bounded merge of two permutationsλ andβ such
that the image ofλ contains all the elements preceding the minimum element ofπ,
and the image ofβ contains all the elements less than the first element ofπ.

Proof. The proof will show that the proposition is true withB = (k+ 2)(b+ 1)/2.

Let π ∈ I2 be given. Then there is a decomposition ofπ into a pair of intertwined
staircases which is illustrated in Figure3. In this decomposition consider the
staircase that begins with the blockλ1 which consists of all the elements preceding
the least element ofπ. If this staircase has fewer thank blocks thenπ is a k-
bounded merge of two permutations having the requisite properties. So, suppose
that at leastk blocks occur in this staircase.

Figure 3: A general picture of intertwined staircases. The solid blocks representλ1, λ2 etc.

Label the elements of these blocks in the following way:

• The elements ofλ1 are labeled with their values.

• For eveni > 1, each element ofλi is labeled with the largest label of an
element ofλi−1 of smaller value.
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• For odd i > 1, each element ofλi is labeled with the largest label of an
element ofλi−1 to its left.

Note that, within each block, if a label occurs in that block,then it labels an
interval of elements in the block; and that together with allthe elements of the
preceding block sharing the same label we obtain an intervalby position or value
within π according to whether the block is of odd or even index.

Our first claim is that if at leastb labels occur inλk, thenπ contains a (k, b)-generic
staircase. This is clear enough: simply choose a set ofb labels that occur inλk and
then, for each chosen label, in eachλi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k take the first element carrying
that label. The pattern of these elements is that of a (k, b)-generic staircase.

So, we assume henceforth that the setL of labels occurring inλk has fewer thanb
elements. LetC be its complement (in the set of labels occurring inλ1). We claim
that if we takeλ to consist of all elements with labels inC together with all the
elements ofλ1, and takeβ to be the remaining elements ofπ, then the number of
alternations betweenλ andβ in the resulting merge is bounded by a function ofk
andb (independent ofπ).

Consider the elements ofλ1 throughλk whose labels come fromC (there are of
course none inλk). They define a certain set of intervals by value and by position
in π. If x, y ∈ λi lie in different intervals, then they are separated by an element
whose label is inL. Thus, using the note following the definition of labeling, the
elements ofC belonging to a vertical pair of blocks (λ2i andλ2i+1) project onto at
most|L| + 1 intervals by position. Similarly, the elements ofC in a horizontal pair
of blocks project onto at most|L| + 1 intervals by value. So, withinπ the number
of intervals determined by the elements with labels fromC is bounded above by
k(|L| + 1)/2 (whether we consider intervals by position or by value). Now add
to this set of elements the remaining|L| elements ofλ1. This might increase the
number of intervals by value, but not by more than the number of elements added.
If anything, it decreases the number of intervals by position (since the entire block
λ1 is now included which forms a single interval by position). So,λ1 together with
elements whose labels come fromC determine at mostk(b + 1)/2 + b intervals
either by position or value. We setλ to be the pattern of this part,β the pattern
of the remainder ofπ and then their merge has at most 1+ k(b + 1)/2 + b type
changes.

We have all the tools required to prove Theorem5 at this point, but it will still
be helpful to approach it gently. The following propositionis not technically
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required in the main proof, but isolates half of the argumentand, we hope, will
make it easier to follow the full proof. It is also included for historical accuracy
– this result was proved before the significance of rigid permutations in the main
result was understood.

Proposition 8. Let X⊆ I2, β ∈ I2 ∩ Av(X) and suppose thatC = I2 ∩ Av(X) ∩
Av(β) is an infinite class. Then, the growth rates ofC andC′ = I2 ∩ Av(X) ∩
Av(1 ⊕ β) are the same.

Proof. SinceC ⊆ C′ it is sufficient to show thatC′ \ C is contained in some
class (or indeed any set) whose growth rate is not greater than that ofC. So, let
π ∈ C′ \ C be given. Ifπ begins with its minimum, then it belongs to the class
C ∪ (1⊕ C) and this class has the same growth rate asC does. Otherwise, sinceπ
avoids 1⊕ β, and hence also some generic staircase, it must by Proposition7 be a
bounded merge of two permutations each avoiding 1⊕ β and each beginning with
their minimum elements. Since these permutations avoid 1⊕β, their patterns after
the first element must avoidβ. So, in any case,π belongs to a bounded merge of
the class 1⊕ C with itself. Thuss(C) = s(C′) as claimed.

Now we extend this proposition to a form from which Theorem5 will follow by
an easy inductive argument.

Proposition 9. Let X ⊆ I2, α, β ∈ I2 and suppose thatα is 2-rigid, α ⊕ β ∈
I2∩Av(X) andC = I2∩Av(X)∩Av(α⊕ β) is an infinite class. Then, the growth
rates ofC andC′ = I2 ∩ Av(X) ∩ Av(α ⊕ 1⊕ β) are the same.

Proof. We proceed as in the previous proposition. Letπ ∈ C′\C. Sinceπ contains
an embedded copy ofα ⊕ β, it contains such a copy in which theα pattern is
witnessed by the leftmost-bottommost copy ofα in π (whose existence is assured
by Corollary3). The general disposition ofπ is then as shown in Figure4.

If quadrant I began with its minimum element, we could representπ as the merge
of two permutations – that singleton element, and the rest. Those remaining el-
ements would have to avoid the patternα ⊕ β as otherwise using the leftmost-
bottomostα, the singleton element, and any copy ofβ which is part of anα⊕βwe
would haveα⊕ 1⊕ β � π. So we may assume that the situation is as shown in the
figure, that is that the leftmost element of quadrant I (marked l) and its minimum
(markedb) are distinct.

13



III

III IV

t

r

l

b

Figure 4: The structure ofπ containingα⊕β. The leftmost-bottommostα is contained in quadrant
III. Its maximum is the elementt and its rightmost elementr. Quadrant I with leftmost element
l and minimumb, contains a copy ofβ. All of π can be represented as a bounded merge of two
permutations, one part of which contains the solid boxes andthe other the dotted boxes.

As before, we can decompose quadrant I containingβ into a pair of intertwined
staircases, and thus represent it as a bounded merge of two permutations (since it
must avoid 1⊕ β and hence some generic staircase). The remainder of the permu-
tation consists of the part in quadrant III bounded by the topmost and rightmost
points of the copy ofα, together with two increasing segments (either or both of
which may be empty) in quadrants II and IV as shown. This subset of πmust avoid
α⊕ 1⊕ β and so can also be written as a bounded merge of two permutations, one
containing the solid rectangle to whichr belongs, and the other the dotted rectan-
gle to whicht belongs, as shown in the figure. Here we use Proposition7 applied
to the pattern of these elements obtained by a 180◦ degree rotation of the graph.

These two bounded merges can be combined into a single bounded merge which
represents the entire permutationπ. We will now show that neither of the compo-
nents of this merge contains a copy ofα ⊕ β. Suppose, for the sake of argument,
that the component,σ, represented by the solid boxes contained this pattern, on
a subsetθ containing the leftmost-bottommost copy ofα in σ. The leftmost-
bottommost copy ofα in σ would extend strictly above the leftmost-bottommost
copy ofα in π, sinceσ does not contain the topmost element (t) of the leftmost-
bottommost copy ofα in π. So, the copy,β′, of β in θ lying above this copy ofα
could not include the leftmost element (l) of quadrant I; as all the elements ofπ
larger thant either lie in the other part of the merge, or properly within quadrant
I. Therefore,β′ lies strictly above and to the right ofl. However,α′, the leftmost-
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bottommost copy ofα in π lies strictly below and to the left ofl. In that case the
pattern ofα′ ∪ {l} ∪ β′ is α ⊕ 1 ⊕ β, providing a contradiction asπ avoids this
permutation. The argument that the other part of the merge cannot containα ⊕ β
is similar.

Hence, any element ofC′ \ C is a bounded merge of two permutations inC and
thus the growth rates ofC′ andC are the same.

Now finally:

Proof of Theorem 5. Without loss in generality we may assume thatX ⊆ I2.
Furthermore we may assume thatX does not contain any increasing permutation
and so the classI2 ∩ Av(X) is infinite (the result is, of course, trivial if this class
is finite). If red(X) = X there is nothing to prove. Otherwise,X contains at least
one permutation,τ, having an articulation point. Writeτ = α ⊕ 1⊕ β whereα is
either rigid or empty (that is, decomposeτ around its first articulation point). Let
τ′ = α⊕β andX′ = (X\{τ})∪{τ′}. Then, by one of the two preceding propositions

s(I2 ∩ Av(X)) = s(I2 ∩ Av(X′)).

After a series of such reductions (formally, by induction onthe number of articula-
tion points occurring among the elements ofX) we obtain the desired conclusion.

4. The lattice of embeddings of 21 in an element of I2

Theorem2 showed that the embeddings of ak-rigid permutationρ into an element
of Ik form a distributive lattice. The casek = 2, andρ = 21 is particularly
interesting. The union of the images of 21 in a permutationπ ∈ I2 forms exactly
the rigid reduction ofπ, so we interest ourselves only in the case whereπ is 2-rigid,
and we setLπ to be the distributive lattice of copies of 21 inπ. Restricting further,
we consider as fixed the number,m, of rank 2 elements inπ and also the number,n
of rank 1 elements, and we represent these by the chain [m] = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,m} and
[n] = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} respectively. We suppress a necessary distinction between
these chains according to the rank of the corresponding elements, since this is
always clear from context. ThenLπ forms a sublattice of [m]×[n], where (i, j) ∈ Lπ
if and only if the i th element of rank 2 and thej th element of rank 1 form a 21-
pattern. In particular, ifπ = (n+1) · · · (n+m)1 · · ·n, thenLπ = [m] × [n]. Another
example is shown in Figure5.
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Figure 5: The permutationπ = 361729458 and its corresponding lattice, with the intervalD(3) =
{2, 3, 4} of rank 1 points highlighted.

Recall that ifA andB are algebraic structures, then a subalgebraC ≤ A × B is
called asubdirect productof A andB if the projections fromC to A and toB are
both surjective. The latticeLπ is always a subdirect product of [m] and [n] since
every element is part of some 21. Also it is clear that ifπ , π′, thenLπ , Lπ′ ,
since all the order relationships ofπ are determined byLπ.

Now suppose thatK is an arbitrary subdirect product of [m] and [n]. For a ∈ [m]
defineDK(a) = {p ∈ [n] : (a, p) ∈ K}. The following observation is certainly
folkloric:

Observation 10. For all a ∈ [m], DK(a) is a non-empty interval in[n]. Further-
more if a, b ∈ [m] with a < b thenminDK(a) ≤ minDK(b) and maxDK(a) ≤
maxDK(b).

Proof. For the first part, suppose thatp ≤ q ≤ r andp, r ∈ Dk(a). Then, (b, q) ∈ K
for someb, becauseK is subdirect. Ifb ≤ a then (a, q) = (b, q) ∨ (a, p), while if
a < b then (a, q) = (b, q) ∧ (a, r). In either case,q ∈ DK(a). The second part is
immediate as well, for if (a, p) ∈ K and (b, q) ∈ K then (a, p∧ q), (b, p∨ q) ∈ K.

Using this observation we can construct, givenK, a permutationΠ(K) as follows:
begin with an increasing sequence of lengthn. Now, for a ∈ [m] place a new
element just to the left of minD(a) and just above maxD(a) (and also above all
previously placed elements of this sort). The conditions ofthe observation guar-
antee that such a placement is always possible. It is also clear thatLΠ(K) = K.
Thus we obtain:
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Theorem 11. The 2-rigid elements ofI2 having m elements of rank 2 and n ele-
ments of rank1 are in one-to-one correspondence with the subdirect products of
[m] and[n].

Proof. We have noted that the associationπ 7→ Lπ is both one-to-one and onto.

Releasing the restrictions onm andn we see that every subdirect product of two
finite chains is equal toLπ for a unique 2-rigid permutationπ ∈ I2. However, for
3-rigid permutations inI3 no such result holds. For example, there are 29 subdi-
rect products of three chains of length 2, but only 25 permutations that are 3-rigid
of size 6 with 2 elements of each rank. In fact, even among these permutations
there are duplications in their corresponding lattices.

A permutation is 2-rigid if it is covered by its embedded copies of 21. We noted
above that we could count the number of 2-rigid permutationsin I2 and we might
well consider what we can say about permutations satisfyingsome stronger con-
ditions. For example, we might callπ ∈ I2 k-goodif every point ofπ lies in a
copy of ιk ⊖ ιk. Thus, a 1-good permutation is 2-rigid, and vice versa. We donot
have a complete enumeration of this collection of permutations, but the following
result is amusing:

Lemma 12. There are
(

2ℓ
ℓ

)

k-good permutations of length2k+ ℓ for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k.

Proof. Leta j denote the number ofk-good permutations of length 2k+ℓ for which
there arek + j points lying on the upper line (and subsequentlyk + ℓ − j on the
lower). Note first thata j = 0 for every j > ℓ, as then there are fewer thank points
on the lower line. Thus we need only consider values ofj satisfying 0≤ j ≤ ℓ.
Supposingπ is such a permutation, divide each line into three sections:from left
to right, the upper line is divided into (possibly empty) parts of sizesj, k − j and
j, and the lower intoℓ − j, k − ℓ + j andℓ − j. Note that the conditionℓ ≤ k
ensures that this division is possible. Sinceπ is k-good, the middle sections of
each line (of sizesk − j andk − ℓ + j) cannot interact: the leftmostk points of
each of the upper and lower lines must together form a copy ofιk ⊖ ιk, and so
the middle section of each line cannot interact with the leftmost section of the
other. Similarly, the rightmostk points of each line must also form anιk ⊖ ιk , and
hence the middle section of each line cannot interact with the rightmost section
of the other. Trivially, these two conditions also prevent the middle sections from
interacting with each other.
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Thusa j counts the number of ways of simultaneously interleaving the rightmost
part of the upper line with the leftmost part of the lower linevertically, and the
leftmost of the upper with the rightmost of the lower horizontally. Up to symme-
try these two interleavings are the same, so we consider onlythe former. Note
that these two sections contain a total ofℓ points, and so there are

(

ℓ

j

)

possible

interleavings. Hencea j =

(

ℓ

j

)2
, and so there are

∑ℓ
j=0

(

ℓ

j

)2
=

(

2ℓ
ℓ

)

such permutations.

It is worth noting that there are also
(

2ℓ
ℓ

)

k-good permutations of length 2k + ℓ
whenℓ = k+1: the argument in the proof of Lemma12still works for j satisfying

1 ≤ j ≤ k (i.e. a j =

(

ℓ

j

)2
). When j = 0, the upper line contains exactlyk points

and there is only one suchk-good permutation of each length of this form, giving
a0 = 1. Similarly, whenj = ℓ = k+1 the lower line contains exactlyk points, and
again we always haveak+1 = 1.

5. Further remarks

We have been unable to extend the main result of Section3 to apply to the classes
Ik with k ≥ 3. This is largely because there seems to be no analog to the “generic
staircase” which we require in order to obtain bounded merges. Indeed, Waton’s
doctoral thesis [11] points to a fundamental difference betweenI2 andI3. He
considered their subclasses from a combinatorial-geometric point of view. In his
work I2 arises as the set of all permutations drawn on two fixed arbitrary parallel
lines. By way of contrast, permutations drawn on three parallel lines form a proper
subclass ofI3, and there are uncountably many such classes, depending on the
relative position of the three lines. Despite this we have managed to prove a
weaker form of the result (generalizing an unpublished observation of M. Bóna):

Proposition 13. For any k,α andβ, and set of permutations X, the growth rates
ofIk ∩ Av(X, α ⊕ 1⊕ β) andIk ∩ Av(X, α ⊕ 1⊕ 1⊕ β) are the same.

Proof. As usual, consider thoseπ ∈ Ik which avoidα ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ β but involve
α ⊕ 1 ⊕ β. Consider all the elementsx of π which have anα below and to their
left, and aβ above and to their right. No two of these can form a 12 pattern or
else we would obtain a copy ofα⊕ 1⊕ 1⊕ β. Thus they form a descending chain,
but in particular there can be at mostk of them. Soπ is a bounded merge of a
permutation avoidingα ⊕ 1 ⊕ β (as well asδk+1) and a permutation of length at
mostk, which is all that we require.
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Applying this proposition repeatedly we can partially reduce the elements of any
basis set of a class of this type without changing its growth rate, where bypartial
reductionwe mean replacing multiple consecutive articulation points by a single
one.

As is well known, the classI2 is enumerated by the Catalan numbers. If we denote
its generating function byc, and letr denote the generating function of the rigid
permutations inI2 (including the empty permutation), then the decompositionof
an arbitraryπ ∈ I2 used to define the rigid reduction shows that:

c =
r

1− tr
.

Therefore,

c =
1−
√

1− 4t
2t

r =
1+ 2t −

√
1− 4t

2t(t + 2)
.

Then, the elementary estimates referred to in ExampleIV.2 (page 228) of [6]
applied to bothc and tor yield:

Proposition 14. Asymptotically,4/9 of the permutations inI2 are 2-rigid.

This provides rather slim grounds on which to make the following:

Conjecture 15. Asymptotically, a positive proportion of the permutationsin Ik

are k-rigid.
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